DR. OZ’S BIOGRAPHY
Often called “America’s Doctor,” Dr. Oz is the host of the Emmy award-winning “The Dr. Oz
Show” and is an Attending Physician at NY Presbyterian-Columbia Medical Center. He has
performed thousands of heart operations and has practiced medicine simultaneously with
his TV show. He lives in Bryn Athyn, with his wife Lisa of 36 years. Together they’ve raised
four children, Daphne, Arabella, Zoe and Oliver and have four grandchildren Philomena,
John, Domenica, and Giovanna.
Dr. Oz has never shied away from telling his patients and audience that you are the key to
solving many of your problems. He’s taking his message of empowerment, personal responsibility, and freedom with him to campaign for the U.S. Senate to represent the people of
Pennsylvania. Dr. Oz has seen first hand the goal of the liberal elites and establishment – to
make your life decisions for you - and cancel you if you disagree.
Pennsylvania has seen the consequences of this failed leadership. Policies out of Washington take away your ability to earn a living, walk safely down the street at night, and leave the
future of your family less certain than it ever has been before. Feckless leadership in Congress means we have representatives who are more afraid of being “cancelled” and more
interested in winning re-election than bravely challenging orthodoxy. That’s exactly why Dr.
Oz is running – to return power to you.
Dr Oz has authored over 350 original publications, written eight New York Times best sellers,
and received numerous patents for developing medical devices that have saved countless
lives. In addition to the number #1 health show on TV for a dozen years, Dr. Oz was a
featured health expert on “The Oprah Winfrey Show” for six seasons, spanning over 60
episodes. Dr. Oz graduated from Harvard University and obtained a joint MD and MBA from
the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and Wharton Business School.

